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President’s Column
Class size and composition: The art of what’s possible
The “Best Efforts" month of September is long past and
with October almost gone, Delta teachers are correctly
focused on the learning needs of their students and the
continuing round of assessment, teaching, learning and
reporting which will continue under their own momentum
to the end of the current school year.
For the classroom teacher the heart of the task is the relationship between the teacher and the students. The teacher knows that the only day we have is today. The question
is: “How effectively will I be able to teach and the students
learn today?”
With class size and composition language restored, our
hope would be that by now every teacher and student in
Delta would be experiencing the full benefit of a fully
staffed and provisioned school system, with the necessary
people, supplies and learning resources together with
seamless referral and access to the necessary specialist
teachers, educational assistants, and other help: the crucial support services students may need to attain their fullest learning potential. But reality often falls short of the
mark.
Our class size and composition and ancillary 'process' language has been restored, but we are out of practice in applying that language in the way that it was originally intended.
A majority of teachers have little experience in the process
of referring students 'to team'. There are challenges for
everyone in making sure the necessary school-based team
meeting referral, recommendation, implementation and
timeline structures are being followed, with recommended
supports brought to bear without delay.
Everyone at the school level - teachers, educational assistants, itinerant specialist teachers, principals and viceprincipals and parents - needs to re-familiarize themselves
with the processes meant to support students in their
learning.
Right now, district administrative staff are challenged by
the complexities of implementation mandated by the LOU
No. 17 Memorandum of Agreement: determining the compliance or non-compliance of classes, and calculating and
assigning remedies, all within a context of continuing
financial insufficiency.
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Meanwhile, in the real world of every
teacher's classroom, challenging teaching
and learning scenarios materialize each
and every day. Here are two examples
reported to the DTA. I know there are
others.
Scenario 1: An experienced intermediate teacher with a
reputation for strong classroom management is assigned a
split-grade intermediate class with as many as NINE students with Ministry designations enrolled. Feeling tested
to the limit of her skill set within the first three weeks of
school, coping continually with challenging student behaviours and a range of student ability levels, the teacher, exasperated, reports: "I am spending all of my time on classroom management! My regular students deserve more of
me. When will I actually be able to teach the curriculum?"
Scenario 2: After a student returns to school after a medical intervention, in light of parental requests for confidentiality, an experienced primary teacher is cautioned by administration to 'not talk' about the situation. With no additional adult EA support provided, the teacher is told to
'keep an eye' on the student who has been observed to
exhibit very unusual behaviours at school. The teacher,
feeling inadequately informed on what to 'watch' for, reports feeling 'gagged', and to a degree personally responsible for what might happen. Knowing it's impossible to
keep an eye on one student all the time, the teacher finds
herself suddenly coping with stress-related symptoms.
Recourse to medical advice is advised and a Workers'
Compensation Board Report of a Workplace illness or injury is made. A subsequent school-based team meeting is
told by the principal that the school already has its full allocation of EA support and no further support is available.
This differs from advice given to the Union by Senior District Staff at a meeting of the Joint Class Size and Composition Committee.
In both scenarios, the frustration of teachers has to do
with a perceived incapacity of the system to respond
effectively and quickly to ensure an improved learning situation for the students concerned, and to relieve the
teacher of an unreasonable burden of personal responsibility for the unacceptable situation.
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Advice for all DTA members
In times like these, where the educational system strives
to fulfill the mandate to meet the educational needs of all
its students, it’s important for individual teachers to make
sure that they do not take on more than a fair measure of
personal responsibility for less-than teaching assignments.
Instead of keeping quiet about a challenging classroom
environment, ask for help: from colleagues, from DTA Staff
Union Reps, from the administrative team at your school.
If help is not forthcoming, contact the DTA directly. We
will do everything we can to advise and support you.

DTA Scholarship Recipients
Burnsview
Delta
Delview
North Delta
Sands
Seaquam
South Delta

Emma Inducil
Michelle Smith
Nicole Dennis
Caitlyn Marsh
Dominique Timofte
Danielle Chies
Kate Assenheimer

Factor 90 or 65 years of age? Don’t wait
You can save the long-term fee (approximately 1.2%)
from the date you reach age 64 or “Factor 88.” Members are no longer entitled to long-term benefits under
the Salary Indemnity Plan once they hit “Factor 90”
(age plus cumulative service) or age 65. The BCTF does
not have access to your personal pension information,
so it is up to you to apply to withdraw from LTD.
How and when to apply
A member who has attained age 64, or has reached
“Factor 88,” or is in receipt of a retirement pension
under a registered pension plan, may voluntarily withdraw from the long-term portion of the Salary Indemnity Plan. In making application for withdrawal, you
should ensure that in the event of serious illness or
accident you have sufficient accumulated sick leave,
which, when combined with 120 days of benefit from
SIP short-term, will protect your salary to the end of
the month in which you reach “Factor 90” or the end
of the month you attain age 65, whichever comes first.
Click HERE To get an application, or call the BCTF Income
Security Division at 604-871-1921.

“Tad” Boyes Scholarship
Congratulations to Mariah Stafford, 2017
recipient of the “Tad” Boyes Scholarship.
Mariah is the daughter of Cheryl Stafford
(Cougar Canyon) and Greg Stafford
(Richardson). Mariah’s career interests
are in communications, theatre and law.

BCTF Conference for New Teachers,
New TTOCs, and Student Teachers
DTA Calendar
November/December 2017
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November 1 BC Pension Workshop, 4:00 pm, DMEC
November 8 Staff Rep Training, 8:30 am, DMEC
November 14 EC Meeting, 4:00 pm, DTA
November 21 PD Committee Meeting, 4:00 pm, DTA
November 27 Staff Rep Meeting, 4:00 pm, Delta
Secondary Library
December 5 EC Meeting, 4:00 pm, DTA
December 12 PD Committee Meeting, 4:00 pm, DTA

March 2-3, 2018

Radisson Hotel, 8181 Cambie Road, Richmond, BC V6X 3X9

Networking / sharing expertise and ideas
Exploring services and resources
For information: bctf.ca/NewTeachersConference2018

Registration opens mid-January 2018
For more information contact: Cecilia Huard de la Marre
604-871-1869 or 1-800-663-9163 Local 1869
or via email at chuarddelamarre@bctf.ca

